Oarsmen unseeded in Sprints

By Armen Vartessian

In their last dual meet of the season, the varsity eight oarsmen took quite a drubbing from Northeastern University, 51-56. With few Techmen Disposable, the game did not offer much of a contest than event, there were no outstanding post-getters.

Brandeis was able to score an unanswered run in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six. in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six.

Brandeis edges varsiity nine

By Joe Lallbreche

Strong pitching from Bill Dix '67 and a run run first inning were not enough to stop a formidable Brandeis baseball team as the varsity nine lost, 5-3 at Brandeis Wednesday.

Charlie Ray '67 received a walk, and then reached second on an error as Bob Novell '67 got his second hit of the game. The Brandeis pitcher responded by hitting Erik Jensen '67 to load the bases and set the stage for Jack Keating '67 who bunted out the only extra base hit of the game, a single which drove in three. Jim Feid '68 followed with a line shot single to drive in Clevenger. Unfortunately this rally marked the end of the MIT nine's hopes as the Brandeis nine went on to stave off threats in the next eight innings.

Finish 5-2 season

By Armen Vartessian

In their last dual meet of the season, the varsity eight oarsmen took quite a drubbing from Northeastern University, 51-56. With few Techmen Disposable, the game did not offer much of a contest than event, there were no outstanding post-getters.

Brandeis was able to score an unanswered run in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six. in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six.

Northeastern downs trackmen, 95-51

By Armen Vartessian

In their last dual meet of the season, the varsity eight oarsmen took quite a drubbing from Northeastern University, 51-56. With few Techmen Disposable, the game did not offer much of a contest than event, there were no outstanding post-getters.

Brandeis was able to score an unanswered run in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six. in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six.

The varsity eight oarsmen took quite a drubbing from Northeastern University, 51-56. With few Techmen Disposable, the game did not offer much of a contest than event, there were no outstanding post-getters.

Brandeis was able to score an unanswered run in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six.

Bob Dunlap '67 passes the baton to Larry Schwoeri '66 for the last leg of the mile relay. The quartet, also including Bob Kamen '67 and Sumner Brown '66, downed Northeastern in the day's final event.

The varsity eight oarsmen took quite a drubbing from Northeastern University, 51-56. With few Techmen Disposable, the game did not offer much of a contest than event, there were no outstanding post-getters.

Brandeis was able to score an unanswered run in the second before MIT could muster another attack in the fourth. With one out, Tom Bailey '66 was awarded first base after being hit with a pitch. Dixo followed with a long single, but the fire was quenched as Young hit a line shot double play ball. Again, the next batter was out on the verge of the widening with singles by Novell and Mike Nyhuis '66 and was base runnning which put him at third and second with the only one out. But a strike out and a sharp fielding play of a tremendous drive by Jensen stopped the last MIT attack.

Brandeis scored three runs in the bottom of the seventh on singles and a crucial error to add to the two runs scored earlier to take the lead and the game, 5-2. In the final three innings, they allowed three runs on seven hits while striking out six.